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Abstract. Laser cooling and trapping of lanthanides has opened the possibility to

carry out new experiments with ultracold dipolar gases, for example for quantum

simulation of solid state physics. To identify new suitable candidates for laser-

cooling, it is important to have a precise spectroscopic knowledge of the atom under

consideration. Along this direction, we present here a detailed modeling of the

energy levels of neutral neodymium (Nd), an element belonging to the left part of

the lanthanide row, which has not yet been considered for laser-cooling. Using the

semi-empirical method implemented in the Cowan suite of codes, we are in particular

able to interpret more than 200 experimental levels of the NIST database belonging

to both parities. The optimal set of atomic parameters obtained after the least-square

fitting step can serve to calculate radiative transition probabilities in the future.
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1. Introduction

In the field of ultracold atomic and molecular

matter, quantum gases composed of particles

with a strong intrinsic permanent dipole

moment, called dipolar gases, have attracted

great interest in the last few years because

they can be controlled by external electric

field or magnetic fields. Through long-range

and anisotropic interactions between particles,

dipolar gases enable the production and study

of highly correlated quantum matter, which

is critical for quantum information or for

modeling many-body or condensed matter

physics [1–3].

Among the different families of systems,

open-shell atoms have a permanent magnetic

dipole moment that is determined by their

total angular momentum. In the context of

ultracold matter, important achievements were

the first Bose-Einstein condensates of highly

magnetic atoms obtained with chromium [4,

5]. Later, much attention began to be

attracted to the lanthanides, a series of 15

elements with atomic numbers Z = 57–71,

from lanthanum (La) through lutetium (Lu).

Lanthanides, along with the chemically similar

elements scandium and yttrium, are often

collectively known as the rare earth elements.

Lanthanide atoms open up new possibilities for

interactions, not only because of their large

ground state magnetic dipole moments, but

also because of the large number of optical

transitions with widely varying properties that

provide a better controllability, or because

of pairs of quasi-degenerate metastable levels,

allowing the production of an electric and

magnetic dipolar gases [6]. Finally, the

lanthanides have the great advantage of having

fermionic and/or bosonic stable isotopes.

These distinctive properties are primarily

due to a unique electronic structure: the so-

called submerged f-shell configuration. Most

lanthanides have a completely filled 6s shell

and an inner 4f shell filled to some extent.

Moreover, among the elements with the largest

atomic numbers, many share a common

set of properties and often have similar

transitions at the same wavelengths [7, 8].

So far, laser cooling has been demonstrated

for elements belonging to the right part of

the lanthanide row, namely erbium [9–12],

dysprosium [13–16], holmium [17], thulium

[18, 19] and europium [20], as well as in

erbium–dysprosium mixtures [21].

These achievements open the question of

identifying new suitable species for laser cool-

ing, especially in the left part of the lanthanide

series. Among them, we notice that, cerium

(Ce, Z = 58) has the ground configuration

4f 5d 6s2, which makes this element a priori

not convenient for such experiments. On the

other hand, when we go to the middle of the

series, we have radioactive promethium (Pm,

Z = 61), after which the spectrum of the ele-

ments becomes more and more dense, starting

with samarium (Sm, Z = 62), making these el-

ements not favourable for possible laser cooling

studies. Therefore, neodymium (Nd, Z = 60)

and praseodymium (Pr, Z = 59) represent the

most promising energy spectrum for the forma-

tion of a dipolar gas. Their lowest configura-

tions are very close in energy, namely 4fn 6s2,

4fn 5d 6s, 4fn−1 5d 6s2 and 4fn−1 5d2 6s, where

n = 3 for Pr and n = 4 for Nd. The levels

of 4fn 6s2 and 4fn−1 5d 6s2 mainly have a spin

equal to S = n/2, denoting that laser-cooling

transitions may be chosen among these config-

urations. Meanwhile, the levels of 4fn 5d 6s and

4fn−1 5d2 6s configurations are mainly charac-

terized by a spin S = n/2+1, which makes the

decay by spontaneous emission toward levels of

4fn 6s2 and 4fn−1 5d 6s2 rather unlikely. The

4fn 5d 6s and 4fn−1 5d2 6s configurations also
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Figure 1. Energy diagrams as functions of the

electronic angular momentum J and sorted by

electronic parity for neodymium (Nd, top panel) and

dysprosium (Dy, bottom panel).

have levels that are very close in energy, and

that can be significantly mixed to induce an

electric dipole moment [6]. Moreover Nd rep-

resents the great advantage of having bosonic

and fermionic stable isotopes, while Pr has

only one bosonic stable isotope.

In order to find possible laser-cooling

transitions for neutral Nd, it is essential to

carefully model the spectrum, i.e. energies

and transition dipole moments (TDMs). In

this work, as a first step, we carefully study

the Nd energy levels. Particular attention

is paid to accurately describing configuration-

interaction (CI) mixing, to which TDMs are

very sensitive, especially those that lead to

weak transitions, which play an important

role in this design. Since Nd belongs to the

left part of the lanthanide row, it presents a

dense spectrum in the range 8000-15000 cm−1

in contrast with Dy (see figure 1). To

calculate energies, we use the combination of

ab initio and least-square fitting techniques

implemented in the Cowan codes [22, 23]. We

include the three lowest configurations of each

parity which allows us to interpret more than

200 energy levels given in the NIST ASD

database [24]. The main technical difficulty of

this work comes from the least-squares fitting

of close energy levels, because we need to

determine to which experimental counterparts

each computed level should converge.

The article is organized as follows: in

section 2 we describe the general methodology

of our spectroscopic calculation. Then section

3 is devoted to the calculation of neutral Nd.

In that section we also present the results of

the calculations divided in several steps and

we conclude the work in section 4.

2. Methodology

The calculations of the neutral Nd spectrum

are performed with the semi-empirical tech-

nique provided by Robert Cowan’s atomic-

structure suite of codes, for which we used both

the McGuinness [25] and the Kramida [23] ver-

sions, and whose theoretical background is pre-

sented in [22]. In the present section, we briefly

review the principles of those calculations.

As a first step, ab initio single-electron ra-

dial wave functions Pnℓ for all the subshells

nℓ of the considered configurations are com-

puted with the relativistic Hartree-Fock (HFR)

method. The principal output, for each con-

figuration, consists of energy parameters, such

as center-of-gravity configuration energies Eav,

direct F k and exchange Gk electrostatic inte-

grals, or spin-orbit integrals ζnℓ, that are the

building blocks of the atomic Hamiltonian and

are required to calculated the energy levels.

For each couple of configurations, the wave
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functions Pnl serve also to calculate the CI pa-

rameters Rk.

In a second step, the program sets up

energy matrices for each possible value of

total angular momentum J , diagonalizes each

matrix to get eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

It is possible to calculate Landé g-factors, as

well as electric-dipole (E1), electric quadrupole

(E2) and magnetic-dipole (M1) radiation

spectra with wavelengths, oscillator strengths,

radiative transition probabilities and radiative

lifetimes. It is important to emphasize that

the basis functions used by the codes are

the numerical functions obtained after the

HFR calculation for each configuration, which

are then combined appropriately to describe

the atom in the desired angular momentum

coupling scheme, i.e., LS, jj or others.

In LS or Russell-Saunders coupling con-

ditions the electrostatic interactions between

electrons are much stronger than the interac-

tion between the spin of an electron and its

own orbital motion. In this case, an atomic

level is in particular characterized by its total

orbital and its total spin quantum numbers,

L and S. With increasing Z, the spin-orbit

interactions become increasingly more impor-

tant. When these interactions become much

stronger than the Coulombic terms, the cou-

pling conditions approach pure jj coupling

case. In the present study, atomic levels are

usually well represented in intermediate cou-

pling, i.e. their eigenvectors are sums of basis

states written in LS coupling.

When higher accuracy is desired, in

a third step, radial energy parameters are

treated as adjustable parameters of a least-

square fitting calculation. This is done in order

to find the best possible agreement between the

Hamiltonian eigenvalues and the experimental

energies. As experimental energies we use the

data published in the NIST database [24]. The
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Figure 2. Experimental (blue), newly interpreted

(red) and newly predicted (only theoretical) (black,

short) energy levels of even parity (top) and odd parity

(bottom) configurations of neutral Nd as functions of

the electronic angular momentum J . Plots are limited

to energy values of 25000 cm−1.

accuracy of the fit is measured by means of the

standard deviation:

s =

[

∑Nlev

i=1 (Eth,i −Eexp,i)
2

Nlev −Npar

]

1

2

, (1)

where Eexp,i are the observed energy values

and Eth,i are the computed eigenvalues, Nlev

is the number of levels being fitted and Npar

is the number of adjustable parameters (or

parameter groups) involved in the fit [22].

In an attempt to improve the quality

of the fit, a variety of “effective-operator”

parameters, called α, β and γ and “illegal”-

k F k, Gk have been introduced, representing

corrections to both the electrostatic and

the magnetic single-configuration effects [22].

“Illegal”-k means that these are the values of
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k for which k+ ℓ+ ℓ′ is odd, where ℓ and ℓ′ are

the orbital angular momenta of the electrons

coupled by the effective operator; for example

(ℓ, ℓ′)=(3, 2) for (4f, 5d) electrons. These

effective parameters, unlike other parameters,

can not be calculated ab initio, but are

there to compensate the absence of electronic

configurations not included in the model. Due

to the lack of HFR estimates, the initial values

of the effective parameters are obtained from

comparisons with similar spectra.

To make some comparisons between

different elements and ionization stages, one

often defines the scaling factor (SF) fX =

Xfit/XHFR between the fitted and the HFR

value of a given parameter X . During the

fitting procedure, it is sometimes convenient

to be able to link several parameters together

in such a way that their SFs remain identical

throughout the calculation; such groups of

constrained parameters are characterized by

the same rn value in tables 4 - 6. The word

“fix” means that the corresponding parameters

are not adjusted.

3. Results for Nd

This section, dedicated to our results for

Nd, is divided as follows. In subsection 3.1

we present the different steps of our least-

square fitting calculation, discussing especially

the configurations included, the number of

fitting parameter groups, and the resulting

standard deviations. In the next subsections,

we describe in more details our results,

where: (i) we include in the fit levels of

the NIST database that are interpreted, see

subsection 3.2; and (ii) we include levels that

are not interpreted, see subsection 3.3.
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Figure 3. Differences between calculated and

experimental Landé g-factors for energy levels with an

experimentally known g-factor. The picture on the

bottom is an enlarged version to show the differences

in detail. Energy levels are in cm−1.

3.1. Description of calculations

The calculations were performed with three

configurations in each parity, namely:

• 4f4 6s2, 4f4 5d 6s, 4f3 5d 6s 6p for the even

parity;

• 4f4 6s 6p, 4f3 5d 6s2, 4f3 5d2 6s for the odd

parity.

For both parities, we use values from the NIST

database as reference energy levels [24]. The

primary source of data on neutral Nd levels in

the NIST database is Martin et al. [26].

Since it belongs to the left part of the

lanthanide row of the periodic table, Nd

possesses a dense spectrum, which makes it

difficult to identify the levels. In order to

overcome this issue, we have divided the

calculation into steps. As a first step, for even
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Table 1. Differences between NIST database and theoretical results for energies, Landé-g factors and dominant

LS terms with the percentage of the theoretical one. Case 1: when the configurations are the same, but there

are differences in terms. All energy levels are in cm−1.

Energy Landé g Dominant term

Configuration J Theory Exp. Theory Exp. Theory Exp.

B-d6sp 7 24187 24218 1.095 0.870 58% 7K 5M

B-d2s 4 15457 15600 0.704 0.630 15% 5I 7G

A-6sp 4 20273 20361 0.957 0.735 27% 5H 5I

A-6sp 5 20271 20301 1.169 0.775 35% 7G 5K

A-6sp 5 21015 21005 1.176 0.960 28% 7F 5I

B-d2s 6 15522 15598 0.958 1.210 31% 7K 7H

B-d2s 6 18535 18679 1.008 1.080 17% 3K 7I

B-ds2 6 20112 20119 1.039 1.015 21% 5H 3K

B-d2s 7 16633 16747 1.059 1.265 21% 7K 7H

parity, the configurations 4f4 6s2 and 4f4 5d 6s

were considered together, and the calculations

for the configuration 4f3 5d 6s 6p were carried

out separately. For the first group when we

have included 42 experimental levels and the

fitting is done with 11 groups of parameters,

the standard deviation is 91 cm−1. For the

configuration 4f3 5d 6s 6p the calculations were

done with 10 groups of parameters. When

14 interpreted experimental levels are included

the standard deviation is 101 cm−1.

After the calculation, the optimal values

of the energy parameters were determined. In

the next step, these two groups were combined

together, and the optimal parameters of the

individual calculations were taken as an initial

set for the combined calculation. In this

step 54 interpreted experimental levels are

included for three even parity configurations

and the fitting is done with 12 groups of

free parameters. The standard deviation for

this combined calculation is 89 cm−1. The

latter results are discussed in more details in

subsection 3.2.

We followed a similar method for odd

parity configurations. We have treated

separately the configurations 4f3 5d 6s2 and

4f3 5d2 6s on one hand, and 4f4 6s 6p on the

other hand. For the first group of odd

parity configurations the calculation is done

with 11 parameter groups and 79 experimental

levels are included. After the final calculation

the standard deviation is 94 cm−1. For

configuration 4f4 6s 6p we have 19 experimental

levels included and 10 parameter groups.

For this configuration standard deviation is

160 cm−1. When these two separate analyzes

have been completed, we treated these three

configurations together. The final least square

fitting is done with 15 parameter groups

and there are 96 levels included. Standard

deviation in this case is 111 cm−1. Again, the

latter results are discussed in more details in

subsection 3.2.
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Table 2. Differences between NIST database and theoretical results for energies, Landé-g factors and dominant

LS terms, with the percentage of the theoretical one. Case 2: when there is a good match in energy levels, but

the configurations are different. All energy levels are in cm−1.

J Energy Configuration Landé g Dominant term

Theory Exp. Theory Exp. Theory Exp. Theory Exp.

4 14716 14802 B-d2s A-6sp 0.443 0.825 80% 7K 5H

4 15898 15863 B-ds2 A-6sp 1.059 1.020 62% 3G 7H

4 16293 16210 B-d2s B-ds2 0.771 1.055 66% 7I 3G

4 18701 18741 B-d2s B-ds2 0.926 0.930 8% 5I 5H

5 15049 14797 B-ds2 B-d2s 1.084 0.760 37% 3H 5K

5 15215 15114 B-d2s B-ds2 0.872 1.110 27% 7K 3H

7 22752 22761 B-d2s A-6sp 1.098 1.035 14% 3K 5K

8 24148 24121 B-d2s A-6sp 1.089 1.135 12% 5L 5K

9 20594 20523 B-d2s A-6sp 1.082 1.230 42% 5M 7I

Table 3. Differences between NIST database and theoretical results for energies, Landé-g factors and dominant

LS terms, with the percentage of the theoretical one. Case 3: when the configurations are different, but among

the other components of the level eigenvectors, there is one whose configuration or term make identification

possible (see the last three columns). All energy levels are in cm−1.

J Energy Configuration Landé g Dominant term Other component

Theory Exp. Theory Exp. Theory Exp. Theory Exp.

3 15886 15899 A-6sp B-d2s 0.737 0.600 48% 7H 5H B-d2s 18% 7I

3 20600 20595 B-d2s B-ds2 1.037 0.910 11% 5H 3G B-ds2 9% 5P

5 19912 19816 B-d2s B-ds2 1.016 1.110 8% 7H 5H B-ds2 7% 3H

6 14270 14308 B-d2s B-ds2 1.041 1.106 30% 7I 5H B-ds2 16% 5H

6 20690 20673 B-d2s B-ds2 1.099 1.185 16% 5I 5H B-ds2 7% 3I

6 21548 21543 B-d2s A-6sp 1.109 0.900 7% 5H 5K A-6sp 6% 5I

7 19192 19271 A-6sp B-d2s 1.249 1.260 48% 7H 7G B-d2s 11% 7I

9 25649 25519 B-d2s A-6sp 1.205 1.220 17% 5K 5K A-6sp 16% 5K
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In what follows we will use the follow-

ing abbreviations for even parity configura-

tions: 4f4 6s2 = A-6s2, 4f4 5d 6s = A-ds and

4f3 5d 6s 6p = B-d6sp and for odd parity config-

urations: 4f4 6s 6p = A-6sp, 4f3 5d 6s2 = B-ds2

and 4f3 5d2 6s = B-d2s.

3.2. NIST interpreted levels

In the NIST database, some of the Nd levels

are well interpreted: detailed information are

given, such as Landé g-factors, dominant

configurations, terms, etc. To distinguish

these levels from other levels present in the

NIST database, we refer to them as “NIST

interpreted” levels. This subsection is devoted

to the calculation when only the interpreted

experimental levels are included in the fitting

process.

As stated before the dense spectrum

of neutral neodymium makes it difficult to

identify the levels. This is especially true for

levels of J = 4, 5 and 6. For most levels,

the matching between theory and the NIST

database is quite good. However, we noticed

differences which can be divided into three

groups:

Case 1 : when the configurations are the

same, but there are differences in the

leading terms (see table 1).

Case 2 : when there is a good match in energy

levels, but the configurations are different

(see table 2).

Case 3 : when the configurations are different,

but in the second or third component

of the level eigenvector, the configuration

and/or the term is the same as in the

experimental leading term, which makes

the identification possible (see table 3).

Except the first level of table 1, those three

tables only contain levels of odd parity, mostly

with intermediate angular momenta J = 4 to

6, for which the energy spectrum is the densest.

Their leading term have a low percentage

(mostly below 50 %), which means that the

leading term coming out of calculations can

be sensitive to the radial parameters. The

corresponding optimal radial parameters and

their SFs are given in the supplementary

material.

3.3. Newly interpreted levels

After successfully performing the calcula-

tion for six Nd configurations with NIST-

interpreted levels and finding the optimal pa-

rameters for each configuration, we proceeded

to include in the fit levels that are present in

the database but are not interpreted. We were

able to identify 25 levels for even-parity con-

figurations and over 200 levels for odd-parity

configurations (see figure 2). The inclusion of

these new interpreted levels produced the fol-

lowing results: for even parity, with 83 levels

included and 12 parameter groups, the stan-

dard deviation is 90 cm−1, and for even par-

ity, with 298 levels included and 15 param-

eter groups, the standard deviation drops to

74 cm−1.

Figure 2 shows the energies of even

and odd configurations as functions of the

angular momentum J . Note that unlike

figure 1, figure 2 has one panel for each

parity. The blue lines show the experimental

energy of interpreted levels present in the

NIST database, red lines correspond to the

experimental energies of levels that are present

in the database but have not been interpreted

in detail. Finally, black short lines correspond

to newly predicted levels, indicating that their

energies are purely theoretical. We see that

the latter are numerous and that they are

located among experimental levels. In the
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even parity, there are no experimental levels

between approximately 16000 and 20000 cm−1,

corresponding respectively to the highest

interpreted levels of the 4f4 5d 6s configuration

and the lowest ones of the 4f3 5d 6s 6p

configuration. In the odd parity, the density

of levels is even larger. For extreme values of

J , the predicted levels are significantly more

present than experimental ones. This trend

is not visible for intermediate values J = 4–7

where more experimental levels were observed

spectroscopically.

When identifying the levels and trying to

find the corresponding counter-experimental

levels to the theoretical ones calculated by

us for the least-square fit, we noticed some

differences in the Landé g-factors for some

levels. Figure 3 shows that for most levels,

the difference in Landé g-factors is limited

to the region [-0.1:0.1]. However, there are

levels for which the absolute value of the

difference exceeds 0.4. There are three such

levels: the Landé g-factor of level J =

3 of configuration A-6s2, with an energy

value of 11129 cm−1, differs from its counter-

experimental level by 1.237. The J = 5 level of

the A-ds configuration with an energy value of

21899 cm−1 has a Landé g-factor that differs

from the experimental one by 0.790. And,

finally, the Landé g-factor of the level J = 6

of the A-ds configuration with an energy value

of 11134 cm−1 diverges from the experimental

one by -0.451.

When the optimal set of parameters

and the best (smallest) standard deviation

are found, it is interesting to calculate the

scaling factors (SF) for all parameters and

groups of parameters that participated in the

calculations, including CI ones. Table 4 shows

the optimal parameters (Xfit) for even parity

configurations, as well as their constraints and

scaling factors (fX) if the parameter had an

initial HFR value. Table 5 presents the same

information for odd parity configurations, and

table 6 for the CI parameters of even and odd

parity configuration pairs.

Table 4–6 also presents the constraints

defining groups of fitting parameters: the pa-

rameters having the same rn value belong to

the same group. Because our fit was made in

several steps, in which the constraints have not

been the same, the parameters with the same

rn coefficients do not necessarily have the same

scaling factors. Among the latter, we note es-

pecially large values for Gk parameters of the

4f4 6s 6p configuration and small values for CI

parameters for even configuration pairs imply-

ing 4f3 5d 6s 6p. We can compare our fitted

parameters to Ref. [27] which is dedicated to

even-parity configurations 4f4 6s2 + 4f4 5d 6s.

The agreement between theoretical and exper-

imental levels is very good, but we note sur-

prisingly small values of F k(4f 4f) parameters

of the 4f4 5d 6s configuration.

4. Conclusion

In this article, we have given a theoretical

interpretation of the spectrum of neutral

neodymium, which is an essential component

for new experiments with ultracold dipolar

gases. We did the calculations for three even

configurations: 4f4 6s2, 4f4 5d 6s, 4f3 5d 6s 6p,

and three odd configurations: 4f4 6s 6p,

4f3 5d 6s2 and 4f3 5d2 6s. For this purpose we

used Cowan’s suite of codes.

Although Nd is a difficult element for

such calculations, due to its very dense

spectrum, we have been able to carry out

the calculations by introducing a method in

which we divide the calculation of each parity

into two parts. The challenging part of this

calculation was the least squares fit, because

we needed to find experimental analogs for
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Table 4. Parameter names, constraints, fitted values and scaling factors (fX = Xfit/PHFR) for even

configurations of neutral Nd. All parameters are in cm−1.

Param. X Cons. Xfit fX Param. X Cons. Xfit fX Cons. Xfit fX

A-6s2 A-ds B-d6sp

Eav 29612 Eav 43472 61355

F2(4f 4f) r1 67945 0.740 F2(4f 4f) fix 68255 0.750 fix 86247 0.853

F4(4f 4f) r2 38310 0.670 F4(4f 4f) fix 42450 0.750 fix 37856 0.597

F6(4f 4f) r3 28534 0.696 F6(4f 4f) fix 30437 0.750 fix 35027 0.769

α fix 37 α fix 37 r51 97

β fix −963 β fix −963 fix −655

γ fix 478 γ fix 478 fix 1691

ζ4f r4 770 0.912 ζ4f r4 765 0.912 r4 975 1.032

ζ5d r4 353 0.912 r4 736 1.032

ζ6p r4 868 1.032

F1(4f 5d) r9 1854

F2(4f 5d) r1 12316 0.740 r1 27733 1.171

F3(4f 5d) r9 1854

F4(4f 5d) r2 5307 0.670 r2 31253 2.71

F1(4f 6p) r5 613

F2(4f 6p) r1 4730 1.171

F1(5d 6p) r5 613

F2(5d 6p) r5 16009 1.171

G1(4f 5d) r5 5393 0.584 r6 13100 1.147

G2(4f 5d) r9 207

G3(4f 5d) r5 3868 0.584 r6 10316 1.147

G4(4f 5d) r9 1562

G5(4f 5d) r5 2832 0.584 r6 7794 1.147

G3(4f 6s) r5 947 0.584 r6 2111 1.147

G2(4f 6p) r7 1073 1.175

G4(4f 6p) r7 682 0.842

G2(5d 6s) r5 9719 0.584 r7 17957 1.176

G1(5d 6p) r6 9118 1.147

G3(5d 6p) r6 6613 1.147

G1(6s 6p) r6 26970 1.147
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Table 5. Parameter names, constraints, fitted values and scaling factors (fX = Xfit/PHFR) for odd

configurations of neutral Nd. All parameters are in cm−1.

Param. X Cons. Xfit fX Param. X Cons. Xfit fX Cons. Xfit fX

A-6sp B-ds2 B-d2s

Eav 52188 Eav 32792 40755

F2(4f 4f) r1 72210 0.785 F2(4f 4f) r1 70314 0.696 r1 69931 0.696

F4(4f 4f) r1 45150 0.789 F4(4f 4f) r1 36982 0.584 r1 36765 0.584

F6(4f 4f) r1 32379 0.789 F6(4f 4f) r1 21619 0.475 r1 21489 0.475

α r58 237 α r8 73 r8 73

β r58 −159 β r8 −667 r8 −667

γ r58 411 γ r8 1744 r8 1744

F2(5d 5d) r5 19957 0.600

F4(5d 5d) r5 10733 0.501

α r8 71

β r8 −650

ζ4f r4 828 0.980 ζ4f r4 881 0.932 r4 877 0.932

ζ6p r4 699 0.980 ζ5d r4 523 0.767 r4 443 0.767

F1(4f 6p) r3 1742 F2(4f 5d) r2 13678 0.598 r2 12185 0.598

F2(4f 6p) r3 2355 0.593 F4(4f 5d) r2 5523 0.499 r2 4846 0.499

G3(4f 6s) r6 6463 3.384 G1(4f 5d) r6 6267 0.570 r6 5583 0.570

G2(4f 6p) r7 4754 5.185 G3(4f 5d) r6 4921 0.570 r6 4323 0.570

G3(4f 6p) r7 3842 G5(4f 5d) r6 3714 0.570 r6 3248 0.570

G4(4f 6p) r7 2702 3.357 G3(4f 6s) r7 866 0.566

G1(6s 6p) r7 17539 0.783 G2(5d 6s) r7 8719 0.566

each theoretical level to which they should

converge. We were able to interpret more

than 200 levels for odd parity configurations

and 25 levels for even parity configurations,

for which there were no detailed information

in the NIST ASD database. In the course of

calculations, we noticed discrepancies with the

NIST database values, for example, in Landé

g-factors. After comparison we showed that for

all levels except for three, the absolute value

of the difference between the theoretical and

experimental Landé g values does not exceed

0.4.

The logical continuation and perspective

of this work for the future will be the

calculation of the transition dipole moments

(TDMs) and Einstein coefficients, which are

necessary to characterize the efficiency of laser

cooling and trapping of atoms. For better

accuracy, we plan to fit the Einstein coefficients

using the FitAik package [28], for which we will

use the optimal set of parameters that we have

determined in this study.
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Table 6. Fitted configuration interaction (CI) parameters, their scaling factors (fX = Xfit / XHFR) and

constraints for even and odd configurations of neutral Nd. All parameters are in cm−1.

Parameter X Xfit fX Parameter X Xfit fX

A-6s2 –A-ds A-6sp –B-ds2

R2 (4f 6s, 4f 5d) −1074 0.441 R1 (4f 6p, 5d 6s) −4065 0.475

R3 (4f 6s, 4f 5d) 231 0.441 R3 (4f 6p, 5d 6s) −866 0.475

A-6s2 –B-d6sp A-6sp –B-d2s

R1 (4f 6s, 5d 6p) −1517 0.163 R1 (4f 6p, 5d 5d) 1464 0.347

R3 (4f 6s, 5d 6p) −260 0.163 R3 (4f 6p, 5d 5d) 440 0.347

A-ds –B-d6sp B-ds2 –B-d2s

R2 (4f 4f, 4f 6p) −531 0.163 R2 (4f 6s, 4f 5d) −628 0.487

R4 (4f 4f, 4f 6p) −348 0.163 R3 (4f 6s, 4f 5d) 607 0.487

R1 (4f 5d, 5d 6p) 1047 0.163 R2 (5d 6s, 5d 5d)−9305 0.487

R3 (4f 5d, 5d 6p) 354 0.163

R2 (4f 5d, 5d 6p) 27 0.163

R4 (4f 5d, 5d 6p) 58 0.164
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